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consumption of 6. This engine produces a maximum power of PS bhp - kW at rpm and a
maximum torque of Nm lb. The power is transmitted to the road by the rear wheel drive RWD
with a 6 speed Automatic gearbox. On the topic of chassis details responsible for road holding,
handling behavior and ride comfort, the E92 3 Series Coupe has McPherson struts. Coil springs.
Transmission Relations 1st Gear Ratio: 9. Popular comparisons with this car Hyundai Terracan
3. Mazda 3 MPS 2. Saab 9 3 Cabrio 2. Saab 9 3 Sport Sedan 2. If you found an error in these
specifications. Latest Car Specs. View more. Latest Models. Acura Legend 1 Coupe. Acura
Legend 1 Sedan. Acura Integra 4-door. Acura Integra 3-door. Acura Integra 5-door. Acura NSX
Acura RLX Acura ILX Acura EL ES3. Acura EL MB4. Acura CL YA1. Acura CSX. Acura RDX
Acura MDX Acura MDX. Audi Avant type C3. A few cars beat those figures, but if you want rearor all-wheel drive, the list is pretty short. The d is, well, a 3-series, and that means all the
exceptional dynamics that make it a perennial 10Best Cars winner come along with it. With
diesel currently selling at less than five percent more than the premium fuel required in the i, the
d will definitely cost you less at the pump. Forget your preconceptions about diesels being
slow. If you can resist the urge to do a massive, tire-smoking burnout, the d will go from 0 to 60
mph in 5. The quarter-mile happens in Those numbers put the d right between the i and i in
acceleration. Besides using more gas, both of those cars lack the chest-flattening punch of
torque that the diesel delivers when the turbo boost kicks in. You might wonder how you ever
lived without it. The biggest downside to the d is that it only comes with an automatic
transmission. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The
Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Features. Nico DeMattia. The Bavarian brand is currently making a big switch to a more
electrified, connected automotive world. While this may seem a bit sad, it also means that the
prices of these cars are starting to come down and offer opportunities to less wealthy BMW
fans ahem, myself, ahem can start looking into some of them. When the Egeneration 3 Series
first made its debut, it was considered to be very good but it was the first 3er that was
considered worse than its predecessor. So it sort of started the sentiment that BMW is getting
soft. This causes it to often get overlooked by enthusiasts but there are some truly great cars to
come from the E90 3 Series. With a turbocharged inline six-cylinder diesel engine, the d is the
last I6 diesel BMW sedan to be sold in America. That wonderfully silky-smooth I6 diesel only
makes hp, which might not sound that impressive. There may not be a 3 Series that can roast its
rear tires, M-badged or not, like the d. Being an E90 3 Series, it also handles well. The only real
downside of the BMW d is the transmission. In America, the only transmission option was the
standard six-speed ZF-sourced automatic. Prices are starting to come down on the E90 3 Series
and, considering that Americans are getting an even worse opinion of diesels that we already
had, the d is starting to really drop in price. For an enthusiasts on a budget, the BMW d can be a
superb overall sport sedan. I thought d was never available with a manual transmission?
Something about too much torque for clutch. I loved mine, it was a fantastic car. Not sure if that
is actually true or not. These are indeed great cars. The problem is that BMW used us as guinea
pigs for this engine. There is a very real and serious issue with carbon build-up. While carbon
build-up is an issue with all direct injection engines, it is particularly problematic with the d.
With the EGR system it is pushing exhaust fumes back into the intake and they cake up. It is
dramatically more difficult to remove than in a gasser engine. I was out of warranty on time.
Even now the car is almost 6 years old and I only have 42k miles on the clock. Love mine. Last
of a great era, and much mechanical heavy feel, unlike the new EPAS cars. Nothing like having
that torque at high speeds, boom. Kinda ruined me for lesser vehicles. Love mine! Awesome car
but likes to be at dealer workshop rather than on road. Mine received new engine, intake, scr,
injectors, fuel pump etc. Sounds like BMW also programmed autocannibalism into this car. My d
still has less than 50k miles, although I did have to have it carbon blasted once by dealer. Still a
blast to drive, but also heard the same story that no manual transmission from BMW at the time
could handle the torque. Your email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. BMW i7. Continue Reading Below.
Facebook Twitter Email. You may also like. More from 3 Series. I just got the i beautifull to
drive,i think the best ive driven. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21 February How to unlock and start your BMW

with a dead key fob 8 February About Advertise Contact. Lord Almighty, I feel my temperature
rising Higher, higher It's burning through to my soul. Girl, girl, girl You gonna set me on fire My
brain is flaming I don't know which way to go. Your kisses lift me higher Like the sweet song of
a choir You light my morning sky With oil burning love. With all due respect to Elvis and
songwriter Dennis Linde, we find the King's hit more appropriately crooned in honor of our
dearly departed BMW d. But this wasn't always the case. When she arrived at our door more
than two years ago, we weren't quite sure what to think. Sure, we absolutely adored her sportier
sister, the all-singing, all-dancing, dual-clutching M3, despite the gas-guzzling problem. But
what to make of this teetotaling twin turbodiesel? Would she be loud? Would she be smelly?
And did she really have pound-feet of thrust stuffed somewhere under her blue bonnet? From
first driver to last, veteran staffer to newest of the n00bz, everyone who took this BMW for a
cruise found her simply beguiling. She took curves and corners with familial ease, yet offered
up a playful side we'd never seen from a Bavarian, a seemingly endless amount of torque
available at the barest brush of the pedal. Top-gear acceleration is silly. There's no perceptible
change as you accelerate; the interior stays quiet, the steering firm and stable. And then you
look down and think the speedometer is broken. The indicated speed is just not possible,"
gushed assistant Web producer Carlos Lago. Oh, sure, there were minor flaws in our
relationship. Many on staff thought that price should include such options as Bluetooth
connectivity, auto-dimming mirrors, and heated seats. In her defense, she wasn't high
maintenance. In fact, it took a forced separation to realize just how much we missed her
company. A third of the way into our relationship, right around the 10,mile mark, our Montego
Blue baby was hit by a careless young Jetta driver late for practice. The force of the collision
rendered the VW inert, but both drivers were unharmed. Our baby required a month in the body
shop, but before sending her in, we drove her around for a few weeks as her damage was slight
and we just couldn't bear to lose her. Her range and the range of emotions she generated were
equally impressive. Our record for a full tank of ULSD took us Yes, we've had others take us
farther on less fuel and faster for a lot more, but none made the combination of performance
and economy quite so enjoyable. Its acceleration continues to impress, even after days spent in
quicker cars. It's really put together well," raved associate Web editor Rory Jurnecka. But, alas,
our torrid affair had to end. It lasted 23 months while we waited for arrival of our 5 Series GT and
30, miles, a long stay for any in our fleet, but we savored every moment. Hybrids and EVs are
the future, they claim, and they're right. Strict particulate emissions regulations coming in the
next few years may forever banish even the cleanest diesels. During the period of our
blossoming romance, a number of fuel sipping gas-electrics showed up on our doorstep, ready
to woo us away with their lower cost of entry, fantastic mpg, and squeaky-clean pipes. But of all
the cars we spent significant time with during the last couple years, only one had that sparkling,
spark-plug-free personality. Only one pushed us to pen prose claiming "it might just be the best
car on the road. And that was our
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beloved d. It's gone now, leaving our hearts broken and chests a-heaving. All that remains are
our fond memories of that beautiful hunk-a hunk, a hunk of oil burning love. From the Logbook
"The d proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that diesel and fun can exist in the same sentence.
While you can debate whether getting a diesel-powered is worth its markedly higher price,
what's not in question is this car's performance pedigree and that amazing 3. That's ridiculous.
Also, it would sure be nice if BMW offered an easy-to-use diesel locator in the navigation
system instead of just gas station icons. Torque is everywhere, instantly available to rock the d
back on its haunches at the stab of the pedal. The BMW d is the best car I've driven in a very
long time. In fact, the d might just be the best car on the road. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Jessica Walker photographer Edward Loh writer. We had to find out -- and in doing
so, fell in love. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

